Fluorescence study on the structure of ionic liquid aggregates in aqueous solutions.
Although ionic liquids are a relatively novel class of materials, it is well documented that they form micelles through aggregation of cation aliphatic tails. However, anion self-assembly has not yet been reported. In this study, we analyzed the intrinsic fluorescence of p-toluenesulfonate groups (tosylate) as part of the ionic liquid 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium tosylate ([emim][TOS]) and p-toluenesulfonic acid (pTSA), in aqueous solution. pTSA was found to have overlapping monomer and excimer emissions for chromophore concentrations from 10(-3) to 1 M, whereas [emim][TOS], in the same conditions, showed monomer emission slightly broadened by much weaker excimer emission. These different photophysical behaviors of the same chromophore in the two compounds are explained by the formation of ion pairs by [emim][TOS], which can also be inferred from the loss of vibrational structure of the absorption spectra with respect to pTSA. Despite this different behavior regarding ion pairing, anion aggregation was observed in the excitation spectra of both pTSA and [emim][TOS]. While the absorption spectra corresponded to single chromophores, the excitation spectra changed from those characteristic of a single chromophore (below 10(-3) M) to red-shifted narrow bands (above 0.1 M) typical of J aggregates. Between those concentrations, the excitation spectra split into blue- and red-shifted bands with relative intensities that changed with concentration as the chromophores rearranged in their clusters from head-to-head to head-to-tail aggregates. Differences between the absorption and excitation spectra were ascribed to aggregation-induced fluorescence enhancement.